
 

This mood board has been designed to inspire the poster for a live jazz concert. The music is 
highly upbeat and experimental, and the concert is aimed at a demographic of 18�30-year-olds  

YELLOW 

These can include� 

 Plastics 

Fabrics

Touchable materials 

Layered textures  

These can include� 

 Video links 

Sound clips 

HTML links  

GIFs  

Main hub: the 
central point of a 

mind map in which 
the main theme is 

positioned 

Node: represents 
the main theme 
or idea that the 

mind map is built 
around

Subnode: a point 
that directly extends 

from the node, 
providing more 

detailed information

These can be used to plan ideas for any kind of media product!  

Branch: a line used to connect the node to a hub / a subnode to a node

Issue number: 143 
All ages  

  

99p 

Black Orange 

Note to graphic 
designer: 
Lead character 
should have a 
bright yellow glow 
around her, 
hinting at 
superhuman 
powers 

Blue Red 



For radio scripts, it can be 
useful to clarify when 
breaths and pauses 

should be taken.  

Action lines should always be written in 
the present tense. Joe leaps to catch the 

ball is far more exciting for a client to read 
than Joe leapt for the ball.  

Action paragraphs shouldn�t 
exceed five lines. This general 

rule stops the reader from getting 
bored. 

Any script should feature an 
effective balance of short 

sentences and longer sentences to 
keep the reader engaged. 

Four Tips for 
Writing Scripts! 

Films Radio segments Video advertisementsComputer games 



Shot 1 (6 seconds) 

Fade-up, EXT. Market Street, dawn 

Long shot, tracking shot, a young boy teaching 
Lucy how to dance, camera follows them as they 
wander through Market Street. Cut to� 

Boy: Just raise your knees up like this! Don�t worry 
so much about it! 

Lucy: Have you seen how stupid you look? 

SFX: Marketplace ambience; people shouting from 
their stalls; live street music  

Shot 2 (11 seconds)  

INT. Lord Bumble�s bedroom, dawn 

Medium close-up, Lucy�s father disapprovingly 
watching the children from his window. Slow 
zoom-in culminating in a close-up. Cut to�  

SFX: Same noises but muffled now that we  
are inside; high-pitched string music seeps in 

 

 

 

Shot type 

Actions  

Dialogue  

Sound 
effects 

Transition

Movement

Location 

Shot 
length  

Images

Canted angle 

Aerial shot  

Long shot  

Extreme long shot 

Medium shot Low angle POV shot 

Still camera  

Video camera 

Virtual camera 

Captures one image at a time

Captures moving images

Used for animation, 3D modelling, etc.



Read the brief thoroughly beforehand  

Think of any questions you might need to ask the client  

Arrange a time and location that is convenient for 
both you and the client   

Research the client and their previous 
projects beforehand 

Prepare to answer common questions, e.g. What working 
restraints are you used to? What is your industry experience? 

How should one prepare for 
a client meeting? 



Meetings Discussions Questionnaires Surveys Interviews Focus groups Personal diaries Autobiographies  

Birth certificates Trial transcripts Public speeches Legislation/ Law Paintings

Films 

Empirical or statistical studies Patent Relic 

Gantt chart: the most common 
format used to produce work 
plans as it allows outstanding 
tasks to be listed on a vertical 
axis, and the time frames to be 
displayed on the horizontal axis  

 

Plagiarism refers to the act of illegally using someone else�s work 
or intellectual property in order to claim the ideas as your own.  

Avoid Plagiarism  



What�s the difference? 

Hardware  Software  

Physical devices and pieces of 
equipment that are used to create 
something � usually a part of, or 

directly linked to, a computer  

Any programs, applications or operating 
systems that can be used to create a 
project � usually form-specific and 

accessed through a computer

Monitor Computer Keyboard Mouse Digital camera 

Scanner  Microphone Speaker  Graphics pad Tablet  

Learn this 
hardware!

Graphics pad

An input device comprised of a flat screen that 
allows the user to sketch images using a stylus 

which functions in a similar way to a pen or pencil 

Scanner 

A device which examines the content of a 
document / an image and converts it into an 

electronic format. The electronic copy can then 
be edited on a computer. 

Graphic pads are well suited for creating 
visualisation diagrams, and for creating images 

or sketches for a storyboard or comic strip  

What is each type 
of Software 
good for? 

Animation Presentation / Comic creation software / DTP / Image editing  
Visualisation diagrams Graphics package / Desktop publishing / Word processing 

Web pages Web authoring / DTP / Word processor / Notepad 
Navigation buttons Image editing / Graphics package / Web authoring 
Downloadable docs DTP / PDF maker / Word processor 

Work plans Spreadsheet applications / Project management software 
 



Royalty free  

Copyright free  

A piece of work that can be 
obtained and used without 

copyright restrictions  

Enables individuals or 
companies to purchase 

copyrighted work and use it 
without paying licence fees 

Legislation introduced to ensure that the personal data of 
individuals cannot be accessed by anyone else without their 
permission.  

Under these laws, an individual�s personal data must be: easy for 
the individual to access; easy for the individual to amend; 
accurate; fairly used; stored securely.  

In 2018, the laws were updated to ensure 
individuals were made aware of how their data was 
being used by organisations and the government. 
Individuals were given the right to have their data 
updated or erased.  



File name: JPG 

File type: Images 

Uses: Static images � most commonly websites 
and images taken on digital cameras 

Compression: Lossy � compresses the file size 
while sacrificing a certain degree of quality 

Limitation: Does not support transparency 

File name: PDF 

File type: Images 

Uses: Static images � text-heavy documents 
that can also feature images 

Compression: Lossless � allows for consistent 
presentation across multiple platforms 

Limitation: Does not enable editing  

File Name: TIFF 

File Type: Images 

Uses: Static images � generally products that 
require high-quality printing 

Compression: Lossless � results in large file 
sizes and high-quality images 

Limitation: Difficult to transfer quickly  

File name: MP3 

File type: Audio 

Uses: audio files � radio sequences, songs, 
audio advertisements, etc.  

Compression: Lossy � small file size makes it 
adaptable to a range of devices and platforms  

Limitation: Audio quality is sacrificed  

File name: WAV 

File type: Audio 

Uses: Audio files � specifically designed for 
Windows ® computer  

Compression: Uncompressed � retains the 
highest quality possible 

Limitation: Large file sizes, difficult to transfer  

File name: MPG 

File type: Video 

Uses: Video files � typically those that require 
speedy transferring, e.g. online videos  

Compression: Lossy � designed for  
faster loading  

Limitation:  Image quality is sacrificed 

File name: MP4 

File type: Video 

Uses: Video/audio � typically high-quality 
videos 

Compression: Lossy � strikes a balance 
between high quality and low file sizes 

Limitation: Difficult to edit and update  

File name: AVI 

File type: Video 

Uses: Video � typically used to edit videos with 
high quality before exporting them 

Compression: Uncompressed � retains  
high quality  

Limitation: Large file sizes 

File Name: GIF 

File Type: Image/animation 

Uses: Static image / animation � short 
animation, logos, web graphics, online buttons 

Compression: Lossless � still retains small file 
size and supports transparency 

Limitation: Limited use of colours 

You are advised to save media files using the customary format supported by the software you have 
used to create a product. The file can then be exported using a format that allows it to be accessed 

on multiple devices. This also means you won�t have to rely on a specific application. 

Which three things affect the file format you 
use to export your product? 

Client requirements
 

Proposed platform 
 

Type of media product 
 

transparency?

Most digital devices, e.g. scanners, digital cameras, will automatically generate a filename 
unless the user comes up with one themselves.  
It is a good idea to rename each of these files so they are easy to access for by you and other 
members of your production team further down the line. 
If you have a document that will require hundreds of versions, be sure to label your drafts 
using two leading zeros. This will ensure your files are always listed in the correct order.  

Naming your files  

Correct: Advert_script_V_001 Incorrect: Advert_script_V_1


